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Is precision livestock farming an engineer’s daydream or...

April 16th, 2019 - Fig 1 shows the basis of PLF for biological processes; the same concepts apply to physical processes. Clarke 1988; Aerts et al. 1998a; Aerts et al. 2003c. PLF requires: i. Continuous sensing of the process responses or outputs in the terminology of the process engineer at an appropriate frequency and scale with information fed back to the process controller. ii. A compact mathematical...

HP Journal online issues

April 18th, 2019 - May 1998. Cover examples of 3D graphics images that can be rendered with HP workstations using the VISUALIZE fx graphics hardware. An API for Interfacing Interactive 3D Applications to High Speed Graphics Hardware. The OpenGL specification defines a software interface that can be implemented on a wide range of graphics devices ranging from simple frame buffers to fully hardware-accelerated...

Reliability engineering Wikipedia

April 16th, 2019 - Reliability engineering is a sub-discipline of systems engineering that emphasizes dependability in the lifecycle management of a product. Dependability or reliability describes the ability of a system or component to function under stated conditions for a specified period of time. Reliability is closely related to availability, which is typically described as the ability of a component or...

Robust statistics Wikipedia

April 19th, 2019 - Robust statistics are statistics with good performance for data drawn from a wide range of probability distributions, especially for distributions that are not normal. Robust statistical methods have been developed for many common problems such as estimating location, scale, and regression parameters. One motivation is to produce statistical methods that are not unduly affected by outliers...

Systems amp Control for the future of humanity research

April 16th, 2019 - Following in the footsteps of the renowned report “Control in an Information Rich World” Report of the Panel on “Future Directions in Control Dynamics and Systems” chaired by Richard Murray 2002, this paper aims to demonstrate that Systems amp Control is at the heart of the Information and Communication Technologies to most application...
domains

Ol Buffalo Reloading Guide
April 16th, 2019 - Ol Buffalo Reloading Guide includes definition of reloading terms equipment guide safety step by step reloading instructions tips for better accuracy

Gretl Command Reference
October 9th, 2018 - Analysis of Variance response is a series measuring some effect of interest and treatment must be a discrete variable that codes for two or more types of treatment or non treatment For two way ANOVA the block variable which should also be discrete codes for the values of some control variable Unless the quiet option is given this command prints a table showing the sums of squares